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The Official Entrepreneur Certification 

 

Module 5 – Create Your Marketing Plan and Social Media Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

Module 5 is The WIN’s Marketing and Social Media plans.  

Use the examples below to create your own. 
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Company Introduction 

 

Company History 

 

The Women’s Information Network was first founded by Paula N. Fellingham on September 26, 

2009. The first team was made up of 9 members, including Paula. There were 10 topic-driven 

channels and 100 WIN experts with individual pages.  

 

After its launch, The WIN began working toward quick growth. In 2010, their email list grew to 

one million opted-in members who received updates every week.  In addition, the topic-driven 

channels grew from 10 to 38, and the number of WIN experts with channels on the website grew 

from 100-330 by the end of 2010. Hundreds of articles were published by those experts within 

that year as well. 

 

The first “Win Membership” program was created for the first time in 2010 (priced at $19.95). 

This was the first step in monetizing The WIN website. Several other programs for women and 

their families were refined in 2010 an effort to also monetize each one as their planned global 

expansion took place in the following year. 

 

 

From 2012-present, Global Women’s Summits have taken place both within the USA and 

without. Products for each one of the programs have been produced (DVDs, CDs, and books) 

and have been made available on The WIN website. In addition, new WIN members have joined 

in efforts to improve the website and the business functions of The WIN. In 2014, the WIN’s 

new-and-improved website will be finished and available to the public, and 50 Global Women’s 

Summits will be presented in live events around the world. The WIN is currently working to 

expand and profit from sales and events in 2014. 

 

Mission Statement & Motto 

 

A mission statement defines what an organization is, why it exists, its reason for being (Barney, 

2011). The WIN mission statement was established in 2009 and goes as follows: 

  

“ The WIN mission is to strengthen women and families worldwide through education, 

enlightenment, and entrepreneurship in an effort to eradicate illiteracy, poverty, and hunger and 

increase the level of love, prosperity, and peace on earth.” 

 

 

The WIN Motto is as follows: 

 

“We Are Women Helping Women Live Our Best Lives.” 

 

Core Competency 

 

A core competency is a unique ability that a company has that cannot be easily imitated (Barney, 

2011). The Women’s Information Network is able to deliver products and services backed by 
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thousands of industry experts, which is extremely difficult to duplicate. The years-worth of 

connections that the WIN has established since its founding have allowed the WIN to become a 

recognized leader throughout the world & have been instrumental in bringing it to the forefront 

of the women’s movement around the world. 

Furthermore, the WIN’s connections reach beyond this country and into 151 other countries (and 

still expanding this year). The difficulty of establishing solid, reliable ties in so many locations is 

another core concept that The WIN is founded upon & is extremely difficult to accomplish in a 

short amount of time. This first-mover advantage allows The WIN to offer its products and 

services quicker and to more individuals/groups than other companies with similar goals & 

objectives. 

 

Market Environment & SWOT Analysis 

 

Market Potential 

 

Based on the previous results found on The WIN website, it is possible for The WIN to receive 

anywhere from 500,000 – 1,000,000 web viewers per month.  The average amount of time spent 

on the website has been seen to exceed five minutes, which is enough time for an individual to 

make a purchase. Additionally, 80% of all web viewers are new to the site each month. Based on 

these findings, The WIN has a potential to reach and make money from between 400,000 – 

800,000 people each month (once The WIN is once again able to reach 500,000-1,000,000 hits 

per month) through subscriptions and memberships found on the site 

 

Target Market 

 

Based on the findings from market research, over 75% of The WIN’s customers are women and 

are between the ages of 18 and 50. Most of these women reside in the United States, and the 

average income of this group is $60,000 a year. These are the individuals whom The WIN should 

target in the coming year, and all other marketing efforts to other demographics, genders, and 

income levels should not be equal to or more than those directed at The WIN’s target market. 

 

SWOT Analysis 

 

SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. This analysis is 

used to identify elements in the internal and external environment that can add or detract from a 

company’s performance (Belch & Belch, 2012).  Below is a SWOT analysis created for The 

Women’s Information Network: 

 

Strengths 

• Patents, Copyrights, and URL rights - 

The company owns Patented and 

copyrighted logos and products as 

well as rights to all of the necessary 

web pages. 

Weaknesses 

• High competition – Some of the 

information that the WIN offers is 

available on many other websites. 

• Not enough time to devote to all 

projects – Although The WIN team is 

currently growing, a lot needs to be 
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• Time on the internet – The WIN has 

been present since 2009.  

• Amount of unique Content – The WIN 

has a large library of useful, unique 

content on its current website. 

• Amount of Contributors – The WIN 

has a high number of monthly 

contributors who each share unique, 

useful content regularly. 

• Unique combination of media types – 

The WIN has multiple types of media 

to attract visitors to the website. 

• Current number of links – The WIN 

currently has a large number of links 

that are helping the site to rank in the 

Google listings. 

done in a small amount of time, and 

there are few people to work on these 

projects, especially global projects. 

• Need for the new website - The 

company website needs to be launched 

quickly, and there is still much to be 

done before that can happen 

• Many dead web pages – The WIN has 

thousands of dead pages on the 

website, and those pages are ranking 

better than the currently-functioning 

pages. 

 

North America - Opportunities 

• Women are looking for a change - 

6.4% of all women above 20 are 

currently unemployed & are looking 

for a new job ("THE EMPLOYMENT 

SITUATION — OCTOBER 2013"). 

• Women are educated - More women 

that are 25 years and older  have 

college degrees than men in the same 

age group ("More Working Women 

Than Men Have College Degrees, 

Census Bureau Reports"). 

• Women are the breadwinners -

Working mothers are now the top 

earners in record 40% of household 

with children. 

- Women are looking for 

alternatives so that they can be 

home with their children (Yen). 

 

North America - Threats 

• Many competitors - The WIN is 

surrounded by many powerful 

competitors who are also looking to 

assist women. 

• A struggling economy - The U.S.A 

economy is currently struggling and 

family income has diminished as a 

result, leaving less money to be spent 

on other products & services ("2011 

census," 2011). 

• Confusing similar URLs - Someone 

owns each of the following URLs: 

thewin.com, winonline.org, win.com. 

Each one of these are vastly different 

in values and objectives from the win, 

so there may be major confusion at 

times. 
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South America - Opportunities 

• Lowest unemployment rates in history 

The unemployment rates are currently 

the lowest in their history.  

South America - Threats 

• Political unrest 

Perhaps the biggest risk in entering the 

South American market is the current 

civil & political unrest there 

Africa - Opportunities 

• Youth population is increasing rapidly 

The youth population (meaning people 

who are between the ages of 10-24 

years old ) is currently 297 million in 

Africa. (Devlin).  

• Family is most important, & the 

community cares for the family 

Family is considered a binding 

commitment in African tradition, and 

it extends beyond bloodlines. 

(Bourdanne). 

 

 

Africa - Threats 

• Little to no disposable income 

To the vast majority of Africans, there 

is little to no disposable income with 

which to spend on programs or 

services 

• Expensive & risky travel 

Travel to Africa is extremely 

expensive & also poses physical risk 

to the traveler. 

Australia- Opportunities 

• Female unemployment has increased 

over the past 5 year, especially for 

young women 

• The current unemployment rate in 

Australia among women ages 20-74 is 

4.6%. In addition, 8.5% of women 

who are employed are underemployed. 

Australia - Threats 

• Strict Legislation 

Australia has a severe penalties for 

law-breaking, even if those acts are 

unintentional. 
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Europe - Opportunities 

• Female unemployment is high 

Female unemployment across Europe 

is high at 10.8% ("Unemployment 

Statistics" October).  

• Traditional family culture is 

deteriorating 

Much like the United States, broken 

families or “reconstructed” families 

are common in Europe, which is 

causing discord in the family unit 

("Statistics round up: Religion in 

decline around Europe and USA"). 

• Women are the primary breadwinners 

Much like the United States, European 

women are becoming the primary 

breadwinners for families more often 

("More European Women Are 

Primary Breadwinners").  

 

Europe - Threats 

• Strength of the Euro & Pound 

One of the biggest issues with selling 

from the United States to Europe is the 

current strength of their major 

currencies.  

Asia - Opportunities 

 

• Women do not have as many 

opportunities to lead in this culture 

Currently, women in Asia are far shy 

of the average around the world for 

women in leadership positions within 

companies. ("Missing from Asia's 

boardrooms? Women").  

• Family values are highly traditional & 

highly respected 

Asian family is still considered 

extremely important (Hu).  

 

Asia - Threats 

• Male-dominated business sector 

One major risk of doing business in 

Asia is found within the overall social 

environment & the gender inequality 

throughout Asian businesses. 
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Strengths 

 

A strength is an element within a company that creates competitive advantage (Barney). The 

WIN has several key components that aid them is gaining a competitive advantage over their 

direct competition: 

 

Patents, copyrights, and URL rights 

 

The WIN has taken legal steps to ensure that their name, logo, products, and website are 

protected in their business environment. In addition to having legal rights to these items, The 

WIN also owns several hundred URLs that can be used later to support The WIN website, 

including PaualFellingham.com. Owning so many URLs gives The WIN many expansion 

options in the future. 

 

Time on internet: 

 

The WIN website has been present since 2009, and this gives it an advantage over some of the 

newer sites that are currently competing for space on Google listings. In addition, the amount of 

time spent gathering reliable contacts, information, and unique content sets it apart from many 

start-up sites with the same goals and objectives & gives it a significant advantage in Google 

results. 

 

Amount of unique content: 

 

Unique content is a major player in how well a website ranks in Google’s organic listings, and 

The WIN has a huge collection of exceptional material available to the public on their site that is 

not available on other sites. There are also hundreds of topics available for viewing on the site, 

which also assists in a higher page rank. 

 

Number of contributors: 

 

The WIN has thousands of valuable contributors who provide videos, articles, and information 

for the website. Not only does The WIN have so many connections, but many of those 

connections are extremely well-renowned in their own respective fields & have their own careers 

and areas of expertise. This experience and knowledge makes their contributions valuable & hard 

to duplicate by someone without the same levels of knowledge & experience, thus giving The 

WIN a competitive edge in the business industry. 

 

Unique combination of media: 

 

The WIN has several types of media types available for viewing on the website (video, written 

articles, sound bytes, etc). Having such a variety of options available ensures that viewers are 

able to find their preferred media type on the website, which has been seen to increase traffic 

(Reynolds, 2013). In addition, having this type of relevant, varied media on the website, overall 

page rank is increase and is more likely to show up in the top search results in Google’s rankings 

(Enge, Spencer, Stricchiola, and Fishkin). 
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Current number of links: 

 

The WIN website currently has thousands of links that are currently contributing to their Google 

page rank. The large number of links typically takes a long period of time to collect, so this is 

generally difficult to imitate. Links are among the most important aspects of a high page rank 

(Enge, Spencer, Stricchiola, and Fishkin), so this is an extremely valuable competitive edge to 

have, especially in today’s highly-competitive online business scene. 

 

Weaknesses 

 

High competition: 

 

There are many other businesses that are offering similar products and services as The WIN. 

Although they don’t typically have nearly as much information (or the same type of variety), it 

still remains that there are many companies competing for The WIN’s target viewers’ attention. 

Having so much competition requires constant planning and strategizing in order to stay on top 

of search trends. 

 

Not enough time to devote to all projects : 

 

Although The WIN team is currently growing, a lot needs to be done in a small amount of time 

with few people to work on these projects, especially global projects. Although new leaders have 

recently been put in place in order to split the work up, there are so many new ideas and projects 

that need to be accomplished daily. This could take away from the overall productivity of The 

WIN team on a daily basis. 

 

Need for a new website : 

 

The WIN is currently working on a new & improved website, but the presently existing website 

is acting as a disadvantage for the company.  This website is too difficult to navigate, and much 

of the valuable content that was once being shown is no longer visible. The website must be 

launched quickly in order to capture the necessary traffic for 2014. 

 

Many dead web pages: 

 

The WIN has thousands of dead pages on the website, and those pages are ranking better than the 

currently-functioning pages. Although having these pages is valuable because of their current 

links, the pages must be repopulated with content in order to continue getting relevant traffic. 

Since there are so many pages that require updating, it may take several months to do this. 

 

Opportunities 

 

North America 

 

Women are looking for a change- 
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6.4% of all women in the United States above 20 are currently unemployed & are looking for a 

new job ("THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION — OCTOBER 2013"). 

 

Women are educated - 

More women in the United States that are 25 years and older  have college degrees than men in 

the same age group ("More Working Women Than Men Have College Degrees, Census Bureau 

Reports"). 

 

Women are the breadwinners - 

Working mothers are now the top earners in record 40% of household with children. 

Women are looking for alternatives so that they can be home with their children (Yen). 

 

South America 

 

Lowest unemployment rates in history 

Less is known about South America in general, but one thing that is striking, especially in Latin 

America, is the unemployment rate being the lowest in history. Because of other countries’ 

involvement in the business sector there, jobs have been created, putting more people in the work 

force. The number of women in the workforce grew to an astonishing 65% by the end of 2012. 

 

However, wages are not necessarily high enough to create a significant amount of disposable 

income, despite the availability of jobs. In addition, work conditions are still under scrutiny after 

years of worker mistreatment and underpayment, especially in regards to women & children. For 

this reason, there is a significant opportunity to assist these women and children who are still 

struggling to provide and survive in South America at this time("Latin America: Growth slowing 

but unemployment at historic lows"). Programs that target these important women & children 

issues will do well in this area. 

 

Africa 

 

Youth population is increasing rapidly 

The youth population (meaning people who are between the ages of 10-24 years old ) is currently 

297 million in Africa. The estimated population of 20-24 year olds that complete secondary 

education is about 42%. These numbers tell us that the market in Africa is highly impressionable, 

and efforts in this country to improve livelihood and family situations have the potential to be 

highly successful (Devlin).  

 

Family is most important, & the community cares for the family 

Family is considered a binding commitment in African tradition, and it extends beyond 

bloodlines. To the African people, the community cares for the family, especially if a leading 

family member passes away. This culture presents an opportunity in that many people are 

invested in the well-being of one, & many people are looking for a way to help their community 

thrive. With this type of giving & caring culture, WIN programs can be extremely successful in 

this region when provided at a fair price & when it benefits a community rather than an 

individual (Bourdanne). 
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Australia 

 

Female unemployment has increased over the past 5 year, especially for young women 

The current unemployment rate in Australia among women ages 20-74 is 4.6%. In addition, 

8.5% of women who are employed are underemployed.  The age group that is most affected by 

this unemployment plight is that of 20-24 year olds. These numbers tell us that a large number of 

women (often college-aged) in this region of the world are looking for an opportunity to better 

their situation & find a career at this time, and that the job scarcity presents a challenge of 

finding a job. Programs that target this need for this young demographic could be very successful 

here ("Gender Indicators, Australia, Jan 2013").  

 

Europe 

Female unemployment is high 

Female unemployment across Europe is high at 10.8% ("Unemployment Statistics" October). 

Because of this trend, there is a growing need to create jobs & find another way to provide 

income for individual women & families.  Women in this part of the world are actively seeking 

for opportunities to do so. 

 

Traditional family culture is deteriorating 

Much like the United States, broken families or “reconstructed” families are common in Europe, 

which is causing discord in the family unit. With so many families now being faced with this 

challenge, many of them, especially the more than 58% that have ties to a specific religion 

("Statistics round up: Religion in decline around Europe and USA"), are looking for a solution 

for better parenting & stronger families. Programs that address this need could be very successful 

in this region. 

 

Women are the primary breadwinners 

Much like the United States, European women are becoming the primary breadwinners for 

families more often. In fact, 60% or more of working women are currently providing half or 

more of a typically family’s income ("More European Women Are Primary Breadwinners"). 

Because of this, less time is available for child rearing in the home, and many women in this 

situation are currently working to find a better way to balance home and work life while also 

providing the necessary means to care for their homes & families. This opportunity for The WIN 

is similar to the one in the United States, in that women are looking for ways to save money & 

work smarter in order to earn more & spend less time away from the family. Programs that target 

this need will be very successful here. 

 

Asia 

 

Women do not have as many opportunities to lead in this culture 

Currently, women in Asia are far shy of the average around the world for women in leadership 

positions within companies. Where most of the leading countries in business sit at about an 18% 

women leadership rate, Asia only has a 6% rate of women in leadership positions.  For the most 

part, women are underutilized around Asia within companies, yet the general consensus among 

educated Asian women is that they are working towards such positions. Despite this growing 

desire, male executives have openly admitted that gender diversity in the work place was not a 
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priority currently & will likely stay that way moving forward ("Missing from Asia's boardrooms? 

Women").  

 

Women in this region hope to gain a higher position & use their leadership skills, but there are 

fewer opportunities to gain this type of job status in this region. Programs that target this need for 

higher income & leadership will likely be highly successful in this region of the world. 

 

Family values are highly traditional & highly respected 

Asian family is still considered extremely important; despite the increasing self-focus of youth 

around the world. Family relationships are vital to the entirety of Asian culture, and it can be 

seen through the expectations of different age groups. There is a noticeably high level of pressure 

put on parents to provide for their children’s needs, which also include expensive higher 

education. These costs oftentimes force parents to work tirelessly & save for years in order to 

pay for such expenses, but the concept of sacrifice is something that this culture believes in, 

especially when it relates to their families. For this reason, the Asian people are some of the most 

highly-educated & hard working in the entire world (Hu). Programs that target the need of 

raising a respectful, traditional family & working diligently to earn a good living have the 

potential to be very successful in Asia. 

 

 

Threats 

 

North America 

 

Many competitors  

The WIN is surrounded by many powerful competitors who are also looking to assist women in 

similar ways as The WIN. Because of the small business mentality in the United States, many 

individuals (especially women) are being given information & sold products & services that aim 

to improve their current situation or the situation of their families. With such a high 

concentration of such products and services, it is a difficult task to target and reach customers in 

this target market. 

 

A struggling economy  

The U.S economy is currently struggling and family income has diminished as a result, leaving 

less money to be spent on other products & services ("2011 census," 2011). Creating the correct 

pitch & selling at the correct price will be important in reaching The WIN’s target market. 

 

Confusing similar URLs  

Someone owns each of the following URLs: thewin.com, winonline.org, win.com. Each one of 

these are vastly different in values and objectives from the win, so there may be major confusion 

at times. In some cases, the aim of these similarly-named companies are completely opposite 

(which at times can become offensive if confused) from the aim & goals of The WIN. 

Differentiating The WIN from these other companies is of vital importance in managing the 

brand identity of this company. 

 

South America 
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Political unrest 

 

Perhaps the biggest risk in entering the South American market is the current civil & political 

unrest there. The well-known drug cartels control much of the daily comings and goings of 

civilians, and many government officials are more interested in pay-offs than the well-being of 

their people. In places like Venezuela and Brazil, political reform is currently causing major 

chaos throughout the countries (Feres). During such uprisings, it can sometimes be deemed 

unwise for a company to break into business in those areas for the safety of their brand 

reputation, their finances, and their personal safety, especially if business requires physical travel 

to that location. 

 

Africa 

 

Little to no disposable income 

 

To the vast majority of Africans, there is little to no disposable income with which to spend on 

programs or services, especially when the dollar outweighs many of the currencies in Africa. Not 

only could this create an issue with selling in general, but there may also be situations where the 

demand is very high because of the need for a product or service, but no way for The WIN to 

satisfy that need while still making a high enough profit to justify the cost of distributing those 

products & services.  

 

Expensive & risky travel 

 

Travel to Africa is extremely expensive, especially to areas that are remote. If the need arises for 

The WIN to travel there in order to sell products or services or to hold an event to advertise for 

their products or services, it will likely be a major expense to the company. 

 

In addition, Africa is known for its many common and deadly diseases. To simply visit the 

country, there are many vaccinations that you must first be administered to minimize the risk of 

contracting one of these diseases (such as Hepatitis B, Diphtheria, Tetanus, Rubella, etc) and 

bringing it back to your home country. Furthermore, there are yet some diseases there that cannot 

be vaccinated against, such as AIDS and HIV. These are always considered a real risk to any 

Africa traveler, especially when traveling to more remote areas of the continent. All of these 

things are important to keep in mind when moving forward with a business strategy involving 

this continent. 

 

Australia 

  

Strict Legislation 

 

Australia has a severe penalty for corrupt business & bribery within the country. Even if a 

company does not intend to use this tactic to gain an advantage in Australia, anything perceived 

as a bribe that can come back to any type of official (this can be money, hospitality, gifts, or even 

simply providing preferential treatment) can be used as the grounds for major legal action against 
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the company and its participants. Knowing this is important, especially with the amount of 

networking The WIN participates in.  

 

 

Europe 

 

Strength of the Euro & Pound 

 

One of the biggest issues with selling from the United States to Europe is the current strength of 

their major currencies. The US dollar is weaker than both the British Pound and the European 

Euro(Google Finance), which would mean that, should the prices for products same the same 

across countries, selling WIN products and services to Europe will result in a lower profit 

margin. The only alternative is to raise the price in these countries, which may turn customers off 

when they see the difference in price. Although this may be lesser issue to deal with, it is still 

important to keep in mind. 

 

Asia 

 

Male-dominated business sector 

 

One major risk of doing business in Asia is the overall social environment previously mentioned. 

A major women’s organization entering the male-dominated business sector in that area could 

prove to be a difficult feat, especially in places like China and India where men are the most 

common leaders both within business & within politics. The best way to combat this issue is to 

ensure that strong business relationships are built with male leaders, not just women. In this way, 

the culture is not as likely to be perceived as invaded, and doing business in this large population 

will be easier for The WIN. 

 

Situation Analysis 

Regulatory Factors 

Every business must abide by certain legal guidelines while operating in the United States. These 

regulations are enforced by a government agency called the Federal Trade Commission (also 

known as the FTC).  Not abiding by the correct laws and regulations set in place by the FTC can 

lead to substantial fines or possibly the termination of the business.  According to sba.gov, The 

WIN must enforce taxation over the Internet, “if [the business] has a physical presence in the 

state, such as a store, office or warehouse.  If [the business] do not have a presence in a particular 

state, they are not required to collect sales taxes ” ("Utah tax regulations," 2012).  The following 

recommendations are applicable to The WIN: 

• August 2010 – Utah Business Taxes ("Utah tax regulations," 2012) 

o Utah businesses are required to pay taxes on sales, corporate partnerships, 

withholdings, motor vehicle services, tax training, and employee salaries 

• June 2012 – Corporate Franchise Tax. ("Utah tax regulations," 2012) 
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o A tax for the right to do business in Utah.  It is based on net income.  Every 

business must file a return and pay the tax each calendar or fiscal year, regardless 

of profit.  Tax is computed at 5% of net income with a $100 minimum tax.  

 

Social Factors 

In today’s world, the social scene has been taken to the internet. Face-to-face communication, 

and even phone communication, has drastically decreased over the past 10 years. Today, more 

than 72% of all internet users actively use a social media site to communicate with their friends 

and family. 74% of these users are women, and the largest age group of these users range from 

18-49 years old (Brenner). This change in communication style demands a change in business 

dealings and operations, where more emphasis now needs to be placed on online communication 

and connection with their customers. 

Economic Factors 

Women currently make up about 57.7% of the work force in the United States. 70.5% of those 

women are mothers of children 18 years or younger. The median income of these women in the 

workforce is about $36,000 a year. For mothers who have several children to provide for in 

addition to themselves and a spouse (in some situations), this number falls under the U.S. 

poverty line and thus creates a shortage of disposable income with which to deal with each year 

("Data & Statistics"). 

Despite this low-income situation among women, studies still show that spending time with 

family, especially children, is more rewarding and brings more satisfaction than being paid to 

work. Overall, families want more time with children, and many are constantly looking for fresh 

opportunities that will allow them to adequately provide for their families while also giving them 

more free time to spend with their children ("Social and Demographic Trends"). 

Technological Factors 

The internet is a primary tool for business operations in today’s fast-paced market. According to 

Internet World Stats, in 2010, the United States had 239 million active Internet users (Internet 

World Stats, 2012).    According to a study done in 2011, social media influences 74% of 

consumers in the buying decision (Beese, 2011). The WIN should continually be updated on the 

changes with Google, Facebook, and other fast-moving internet platforms in order to stay 

competitive on the internet.   

 

Competitive Environment 

Direct Competitors 

The Term “direct competitor” describes a company that produces a virtually identical good or 

service that is offered for sale within the same market (Barney, 2011). The WIN is unique in that 

there are very few direct competitors that offer the same products and services all in one place. 

However, winonline.org does still directly compete with theWINonline.com because of the 

similarity and name, and considering this company (which is completely different in purpose but 
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could easily be confused and be found offensive to some women) currently outranks The WIN’s 

website for a few keywords on Google’s search results, traffic could potentially be pulled away 

to this different website when the original search intent was to come to theWINonline.com. This 

should be considered in marketing efforts moving forward. 

Indirect Competitors 

Indirect competitors are essentially companies that offer different products that satisfy the same 

basic need (Barney, 2011). There are thousands if not millions of such competitors in the WIN’s 

scope of operations. Most of these competitors are found on the website and offer a mixture (but 

not all, as mentioned previously) of the following types of products/services: self-improvement 

programs; weight-loss solutions; exclusive social networking; connections to other social media 

platforms; on-site meetings & conventions; sales and marketing training; ways to save money; 

new job opportunities; CD & DVD programs; articles & vlogs from industry experts; video and 

other media; tutorials and how-to’s; etc. The key to outdoing these other indirect competitors 

(which pose a greater threat than even the direct competitors) is working to outrank others in 

search results for prominent keywords. 

Previous Promotional Efforts 

Much of The WIN’s promotional efforts in the past have been focused around word-of-mouth, 

email marketing, and promotional materials distributed through the mail or in a similar fashion. 

Very little emphasis has been placed on online advertising up until this point. 

Objectives 

2013-2014: 

1. Present 70 Global Women's Summits with 300 or more women attending each Summit. 

Revenue: $97/event x 70 events x 300 women/event = $2,037,000 gross income. 

2. Develop eTV for Women Authors and Speakers. Revenue: 400 Show Hosts x 

$2,500/year = $1,000,000 gross income. 

3. Partner with 5 sponsors. Revenue: 5 sponsors x $100,000/sponsor = $500,000 gross 

income. 

Market Research 

Primary research is intended to provide the advertiser with valuable information that will guide a 

company in fulfilling the needs of its target consumers. The underlying premise is that “you must 

understand as much as possible about consumers to design marketing programs that meet their 

needs most effectively,” (Belch & Belch, 2012, p. 46). 

 

A consumer survey was developed and distributed to 166 people around the world. Although the 

survey is not generalizable to the world population, it still serves a useful purpose for 

understanding the needs of The WIN’s customers. The survey contained 10 questions which 

inquired about consumers’ habits on the internet & their preferences in regards to memberships 

& contests. 
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Major Findings 
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Tactical Recommendations 

Tactical Recommendation #1 – Weekly YouTube Entries 

In The WIN’s recent customer survey, video was found to be the #1 media type that women 

respond positively to. Music was the second most effective media type. Having a new video 

(based on trending topics) uploaded each week with uplifting musical tones in the background 

will likely drastically increase WIN traffic and engage women more often. Having this unique 

content each week will also increase brand awareness as it rises in search results. 

Tactical Recommendation #2 – 1-2 YouTube Commercials In 2014 

TV & Internet Commercials were rated as being the most influential on buying behavior in The 

WIN’s recent customer survey. With so many individuals viewing their television online, 

YouTube video commercials are more reasonably priced yet essentially identical in intent and 

audience. It is recommended that The WIN invest in creating 1-2 commercials in 2013 which 

advertise The WIN, and these commercials should include real WIN testimonials (testimonials 

from other women were found to be the most effective types of testimonials in the WIN 

customer survey). This will increase brand awareness & improve the WIN reputation often. If it 

is in the budget after these ads have been effectively tested, it would be recommended to adjust 

and release new commercials based on their performance before the end of the year 2014. 

Tactical Recommendation #3 – 2-3 Weekly Online Articles 

Blog entries were found to be the second most influential media in The WIN’s recent customer 

survey. Many women enjoy reading blogs or articles related to a topic of interest. It is 

recommended that The WIN release 2-3 articles each week based on the trends found in social 

media and new sources. In addition to driving traffic to the site, this article-based approach will 

also allow women to comment and discuss opinions and views (which satisfied the apparent 

desire for social interaction with other women on The WIN site, as seen in survey results). 

Tactical Recommendation #4 – Email Marketing: Mid-Morning & Mid-Evening 

It is recommended that newsletters, advertisements, and other marketing via email be done in the 

mid-morning and mid-evening hours. These hours were found to be when WIN customers are 

most actively engaged on the internet. This adjustment is projected to drastically increase the 

effectiveness of email campaigns. 

Tactical Recommendation #5 – Request Customer Surveys & Reviews 

It is recommended that The WIN periodically ask its customers to fill out reviews and surveys 

regarding the company. The surveys will assist the WIN is marketing effectively at all times (as 

opinions and trends change frequently), and reviews will do this while also pushing any old or 

negative information regarding The WIN to the back pages of Google. This will assist in 

managing The WIN’s reputation and positively building its brand. 

Tactical Recommendation #6 – 2 Major Email Contests Per Year 
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It was discovered that women are most likely to enter contests through email. It is recommended 

that The WIN create and run 2 major contests through email campaign each year, preferably 

around major shopping holidays or seasons. These contests should be supported through social 

media, as this source was the second most likely place to enter a contest. Gift cards and cruises 

were voted as most desirable in The WIN’s recent customer survey, so it is also recommended 

that these or similar prizes be offered in such contests. 
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Weekly Objectives: Social Media  

Summary:  

- 25-30 hours spent on Social Media 

o Facebook 

o Blog/Guest Blogging 

o Pinterest 

o Twitter 

o LinkedIn 

o Instagram 

o Google+ 

o YouTube 

o Social Media Research 

▪ Latest Trends 

▪ Updates to Platforms 

▪ Marketing Research/Surveying 

o Updates to Marketplace Ads 

▪ Adjust ad copy & images 

 

Facebook 

- Links to blog posts, stories, activity on other platforms 

o 2 posts daily M-W 

o 3 posts daily Th-F 

▪ Links to blog posts, stories, videos, and activity on other platforms 

o Updated ads weekly 

▪ New photos 

▪ New ad copy 

▪ 1 promoted post a week 

Twitter 

- WIN profile & Paula’s personal profile 

o 2 posts daily each M-W 

o 3 posts daily each M-Th 

Pinterest 

- On a specific set of stories: younger demographic 

o 3 pins daily M-W 

o 5 pins daily Th-F 

 

LinkedIn: Paula’s Profile 

- 1 post daily 
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Instagram 

- 3 posts a week 

o Related to the blog posts 

o WIN travels 

Google+ 

- 2 posts a day 

o Company news 

o Event information 

o Accomplishments 

o Reputation-Building 

o New connections 

o Links to the site 

▪ Stories 

▪ Posts 

▪ News 

On-Site Blog/Articles 

- 5 posts a week  

o Varying topics 

o At least one from or containing an interview from a recognized leader in that industry 

(guest blogging) 

o Video in at least 1 of them 

YouTube 

- 1 new video a week minimum 

o Tagged & titled to match keywords 

 

Monthly Goals & Objectives: Social Media 

Facebook 

Who we’re targeting: Women in N. America ages 24-35 

Monthly Goals: Gain at least 1,000 new likes each month & increase post engagement by a minimum of 

10% monthly. 

Twitter 

Who we’re targeting: International women who speak Spanish & English ages 21-35. College Grads. 

Monthly Goals: Gain at least 1000 new followers each month & increase post engagement by 5% -10% 

monthly. 

Pinterest 
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Who we’re targeting: Women in N. America ages 24-45; young mothers; college grads (women). 

Monthly Goals: Gain 500 new followers each month & increase post engagement by 20% monthly. 

Drive at least 10,000 new visitors to the site monthly through this platform. 

LinkedIn 

Who we’re targeting: Professionals & industry experts ages 30-55 (men and women). 

Monthly Goals:  Increase LinkedIn Network by 100 connections each month by adding and 

communicating with professionals in relevant fields. 

Instagram 

Who we’re targeting: Women in their early 20s. Mobile users. Also fans on FB. 

Monthly Goals:  Contribute to a monthly increase in Facebook’s engagement rate (FB engagement rate 

goal: 20%) 

Google+ 

Who we’re targeting: Male and female professionals ages 24-45. 

Monthly Goals:  Increase awareness in the search engine results for The WIN and gain at least 100 +1s 

monthly.   

YouTube 

Who we’re targeting: Women ages 24-40. All devices. 

Monthly Goals:  Increase awareness in the search engine results for The WIN and gain at least 100,000 

views  collectively per month.   

Yearly Goals & Objectives: Social Media 

Facebook 

- Reach 50,000 likes by December 2014 

- Run 2-3 contests a year to increase post engagement 

Twitter 

- Reclaim our account with 15k followers by August 2014 

- Realize a steady monthly increase in page engagement 

Pinterest 

- Increase followers to 5000 by December 2014 

- Drive 120,000 new visitors to the site by October 2014 

LinkedIn 

- Increase LinkedIn Network by 600 connections by October 2014. 

Instagram 
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- Gain 10000 followers by December 2014  

- Contribute to a steady monthly increase in Facebook’s engagement rate (FB engagement rate 

goal: 20%) from October 2013 to October 2014.  

Google+  

- Increase awareness in the search engine results for The WIN and gain 10000 +1s by December 

31, 2014 

YouTube 

- Gain 1,000,000,000 views collectively on videos by December 2014 

- See a minimum of 40% of those views lead to website clicks monthly by October 2014 
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There is no assessment for this module. To complete Module 5, 

create your Marketing Plan and Social Media Plan and send 

them both to Info@WomensInformationNetwork.com 
 

 

 

 


